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Instructional Design 
 
This Self-Study course is designed to lead you through a learning process using instructional 
methods that will help you achieve the stated learning objectives. You will be provided with 
course objectives and presented with comprehensive information and facts demonstrated in 
exhibits and/or case studies. Review questions will allow you to check your understanding of the 
material, and a qualified assessment will test your mastery of the course.  
 
Please familiarize yourself with the following instructional features to ensure your success in 
achieving the learning objectives. 
 
Course CPE Information 
The preceding section, “Course CPE Information,” details important information regarding CPE. 
If you skipped over that section, please go back and review the information now to ensure you 
are prepared to complete this course successfully. 
 
Table of Contents 
The table of contents allows you to quickly navigate to specific sections of the course. 
 
Learning Objectives and Content 
Learning objectives clearly define the knowledge, skills, or abilities you will gain by completing 
the course. Throughout the course content, you will find various instructional methods to help 
you achieve the learning objectives, such as examples, case studies, charts, diagrams, and 
explanations. Please pay special attention to these instructional methods, as they will help you 
achieve the stated learning objectives. 
 
Review Questions 
The review questions accompanying this course are designed to assist you in achieving the 
course learning objectives. The review section is not graded; do not submit it in place of your 
qualified assessment. While completing the review questions, it may be helpful to study any 
unfamiliar terms in the glossary in addition to course content. After completing the review 
questions, proceed to the review question answers and rationales. 
 
Review Question Answers and Rationales 
Review question answer choices are accompanied by unique, logical reasoning (rationales) as to 
why an answer is correct or incorrect. Evaluative feedback to incorrect responses and 
reinforcement feedback to correct responses are both provided. 
 
Glossary 
The glossary defines key terms. Please review the definition of any words you are not familiar 
with. 
 
Index 
The index allows you to quickly locate key terms or concepts as you progress through the 
instructional material. 
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Qualified Assessment 
Qualified assessments measure (1) the extent to which the learning objectives have been met and 
(2) that you have gained the knowledge, skills, or abilities clearly defined by the learning 
objectives for each section of the course. Unless otherwise noted, you are required to earn a 
minimum score of 70% to pass a course. If you do not pass on your first attempt, please review 
the learning objectives, instructional materials, and review questions and answers before 
attempting to retake the qualified assessment to ensure all learning objectives have been 
successfully completed. 
 
Answer Sheet 
Feel free to fill the Answer Sheet out as you go over the course. To enter your answers online, 
follow these steps:  

1. Go to www.westerncpe.com.  
2. Log in with your username and password. 
3. At the top right side of your screen, hover over “My Account” and click “My CPE.”  
4. Click on the big orange button that says “View All Courses.”  
5. Click on the appropriate course title.  
6. Click on the blue wording that says “Qualified Assessment.”  
7. Click on “Attempt assessment now.”  

 
Evaluation 
Upon successful completion of your online assessment, we ask that you complete an online 
course evaluation. Your feedback is a vital component in our future course development.  
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Phone: (800) 822-4194 

Fax: (206) 774-1285 
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Notice:  This publication is designed to provide accurate information in regard to the subject matter covered. It is 
sold with the understanding that neither the author, the publisher, nor any other individual involved in its distribution 
is engaged in rendering legal, accounting, or other professional advice and assumes no liability in connection with 
its use. Because regulations, laws, and other professional guidance are constantly changing, a professional should be 
consulted should you require legal or other expert advice. Information is current at the time of printing.
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7 Habits of Effective CFOs 
 
Learning Objectives  
Upon successful completion of this course, participants will be able to: 

• Recognize the difference between being effective and efficient. 
• Describe how a CFO should communicate financially viable alternatives to others. 
• Recognize the risks associated with pruning current operations. 
• Specify the proper role of the CFO in the acquisition process. 
• Describe the essential components and requirements of an adequate cash forecasting 

system. 
 
Introduction 
When hired, a chief financial officer (CFO) can diligently attend to each item listed on her job 
description, and yet fail in the job. The reason is that some elements of the CFO job description 
are relatively minor, while others are essential to the survival of the business. The new CFO 
needs to be able to distinguish between these elements and focus on the few that are really 
necessary. In addition, the CFO may find that some critical aspects of the job are not even listed 
in the job description, making it even more difficult to decide how to proceed. In this course, we 
point out the seven most essential aspects of the CFO position, even if they are not listed 
anywhere in the job description. 
 
How do we decide which aspects of the job are important? They must result in the CFO being as 
effective as possible. A highly effective CFO is one who always does the right thing. In essence, 
this means that the actions of the CFO result in a business achieving its intended goals. Very few 
CFOs are truly effective, since many of them are waylaid by insignificant issues, or incorrectly 
place a premium on being excessively efficient. Being effective means that a person has a 
strategic mindset, always ensuring that the organization is deploying its resources correctly. 
Being efficient is more of a tactical issue, where the organization is maximizing its productivity. 
The trouble with an excessive focus on efficiency is that the organization may be highly efficient 
in activities where the business should not be engaged. Consequently, a strong focus on 
effectiveness results in a more financially viable business over the long term. 
 
A key part of the following recommendations is that each one is described as a habit. This means 
the CFO engages in the activity on a regular basis, to the extent that it is hard to give up. Ideally, 
the CFO gives these habits an extremely high priority, so they are always addressed before less 
critical activities. By maintaining a tight focus on the following seven recommendations, the 
CFO is maintaining a high level of effectiveness on a continuing basis. 
 
In the following sections, we will describe a situation that needs to be addressed, the negative 
impact of not giving it a proper level of attention, and then note why the CFO is the best person 
to deal with it. 
 
Habit #1 – Search for Financially Viable Solutions 
In far too many organizations, the CFO plays the role of Ebenezer Scrooge, constantly turning 
down the proposals of other people as being too risky, too expensive, or requiring too much 
money. This negative predisposition causes a number of problems. First, the CFO earns a 
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reputation for not being willing to work with the rest of the company, which results in her 
exclusion from any number of ongoing conversations about how the business should be run. 
Second, by eliminating the discussion about new and riskier alternatives, the CFO is essentially 
forcing the organization to continue on its current path. Over the long term, following the current 
path will eventually result in reduced profits for the business, as the market shifts in other 
directions and competition increases. In short, the traditional CFO role of viewing proposals 
from a conservative perspective paints the CFO in a negative light within the company, and may 
harm the business over the long term. 
 
Our first habit for an effective CFO is to take an entirely different approach to the handling of 
issues posed by others, which is to always look for a financially viable solution. When someone 
proposes an action, the CFO responds with the financial circumstances under which the solution 
can be made financially viable. This gives others a clear understanding of the consequences of 
different strategic or tactical directions, thereby improving their knowledge of the financial 
parameters within which the company operates. Here are several examples of how a CFO might 
respond to a suggestion: 

 
Proposed action: We should construct a warehouse near customer Alpha, so that we can provide them with 
same-day delivery. 
 
CFO response: We can make that work if we build a mini-warehouse that costs less than $3 million, stock 
it with just the key inventory that customer Alpha uses, and also offer its services to at least five other 
customers in the area, so that we can service $20 million of annual sales from that location. 
 
Discussion: The CFO has outlined the exact parameters that must be met in order to make the proposed 
warehouse deal work. The message being given is that the person making the suggestion (probably the 
sales manager) needs to come up with additional customers, as well as the incremental amount of sales that 
will be needed. 
 
 
Proposed action: We should create a new product line to sell a smaller version of our Mongo Bike to 
preschoolers. 
 
CFO response: We can make that work if we run a third shift for the smaller version, and shift some of the 
advertising dollars from the adult line to this new line, probably on a permanent basis. We may need to sell 
the bike through a few “big box” retailers, which means that we will give up 30% of the price to the 
retailers. However, as long as we keep the direct cost per bike at $100 or less, that will still give us a 
sufficient margin. 
 
Discussion: The CFO has provided the proposer with the cost target that must be met, noted the need to 
build relationships with certain retailers, and pointed out that some marketing funding must be shifted. The 
proposer must now decide if he wants to put in the effort to turn the original suggestion into reality. 
 
 
Proposed action: I think we should cut the price of the green widget product by $3. That should bring in 
way more sales! 
 
CFO response: We can make that work as long as the sales volume increases by 2,000 units per month. We 
will need the extra sales volume to make up for the lost margin on each unit sold. If we can sell more units 
above that level, each additional unit will create $2 of profit. 
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Discussion: The CFO has given the proposer the key number to work with – is it possible to generate an 
extra 2,000 units of sales per month? If so, the price cut could be worth pursuing. 

 
In all three cases, the CFO is engaging in two positive actions. The first is to point out that the 
proposal can yield a positive outcome by stating “We can make that work if…” This is a 
complete reverse of the negative response that a more traditional CFO might give. The second 
positive action is the delivery of a simplified financial message. The CFO states those criteria 
that must be met so that the proposal can succeed. There is no attempt to burden the recipient 
with a massive set of scenario plans (though such material may back up the CFO’s presentation). 
Instead, the focus is on a clear and accurate presentation that is thoroughly understandable by 
someone who is not versed in finance and accounting verbiage. 
 
The CFO can take the concept a step further by not waiting for someone else to propose an 
action. It is entirely acceptable for the CFO to conduct her own research and suggest activities 
that may make financial sense for the organization. Again, these suggestions should be couched 
in a simple and streamlined format, so that the recipient can immediately grasp the essentials of 
the proposal and what conditions must occur in order for it to be successful. 
The CFO may encounter possible scenarios to investigate every day. A proper analysis of each 
one could take up all of her time, so it will probably be necessary to hand off the actual analysis 
work to one or more financial analysts. The CFO then reviews their analyses and presents the 
results to others. The extra financial analyst cost is quite worthwhile, if the expense results in key 
new initiatives being found and acted upon. 
 
The search for financially viable solutions is one of the most essential habits of the effective 
CFO, for it puts the entire management team in search mode, constantly reviewing the 
competitive landscape for opportunities that can be acted upon. 
 
Habit #2 – Prune the Business 
A concern with the first habit is that it places the CFO in the position of only looking at new 
initiatives. There is no concern with the existing business, so there is a risk that existing 
products, product lines, stores, sales regions, and subsidiaries are underperforming or even 
absorbing more cash than they spin off. The eventual result is a less-than-optimal sales mix that, 
in total, yields an unusually low profitability level or return on assets. 
 
The solution is our second habit for an effective CFO – to routinely monitor the performance of 
the organization, and prune it when necessary. Any suggestion to prune assets involves the same 
brief, focused presentation that was just noted for the first habit. For example: 

 
Example 1: The contribution margin on the candy cane line last year was -0.05 percent, so we lost $38,000 
on it. The problem is that overseas labor costs are so low that we cannot compete without outsourcing the 
work. Should we outsource or close down the line? 
 
Example 2: The paint booth is costing us $100,000 per year in environmental compliance costs. We’ve 
received an offer from ABC Painting to take on the work, and they guarantee one-day turnaround times for 
the work. At our current sales level, outsourcing will cost us $20,000 more per year, but we eliminate the 
compliance costs, so the net savings is $80,000. Should we keep the work in-house or outsource it? 
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Example 3: Big Retailer wants us to ship them the Big Easy Chair product on a daily basis and with no 
forecast information, so we’ll need to maintain an on-hand inventory of $1,000,000 of the product at all 
times. In exchange, we earn a 5% profit on this product, which was $15,000 last year. So, we are getting a 
1.5% return on our working capital investment. Should we close down this relationship or try to re-
negotiate the deal? 

 
In each example, the CFO is noting which parts of the business are falling below expectations, 
and clarifies the situation, making it easier for the management team to arrive at a decision. This 
does not mean that the CFO’s recommendations will always be followed – there may be good 
reasons for continuing with an investment. Nonetheless, an effective CFO should bring these 
situations to the attention of management. If no action is taken, the CFO should continue 
monitoring these items and bring them up again, if the circumstances change. 
 
It can be quite difficult to push through a pruning recommendation, especially when it involves a 
sacred cow that no one wants to interfere with – for example, it may be the core product that the 
company founder used to start the business. Further, by pushing for an elimination, the CFO is at 
risk of gaining back the reputation for a negative attitude that we discussed as part of the first 
habit. Consequently, pruning calls for delicate handling of the issue, taking into consideration the 
feelings of everyone involved, and making as clear a case as possible for the recommended 
action. 
 
In short, pruning the organization is just as necessary as the ongoing search for new business, to 
preserve the positioning and cash flows of the rest of the firm to the greatest extent possible. By 
maintaining an active pruning campaign, the CFO creates a war chest of cash that can be directed 
at new initiatives. 
 
Habit #3 – Manage the Bottleneck 
Every business has a bottleneck that prevents it from growing. The bottleneck may be a machine 
in the production area, or a salesperson who has no additional time for sales work, or a supplier 
that cannot deliver a key raw material – and there are many more examples. A bottleneck 
represents an absolute block on growth – it is impossible for the organization to increase in size 
without managing the bottleneck in some way. For example, a company could be in an industry 
where the sales staff must be highly trained in order to generate sales, and the supply of 
salespeople is tightly limited. If so, the company must focus on either training new salespeople 
or making the existing salespeople more efficient. The trouble is that many organizations have 
no idea where their bottleneck is even located, so there is no way to manage it. 
 
The solution is our third habit for an effective CFO – to locate and closely monitor the 
bottleneck, putting out a stream of suggestions for improving its performance. For example, if a 
production machine is the bottleneck, the CFO may propose to add a third shift, or bring in 
replacements whenever the main work crew is taking a break, or enhance the machine’s 
preventive maintenance to reduce the risk of machine breakdowns. Bottleneck management is so 
important that the CFO needs to keep this issue in front of the management team at all times, 
including metrics on bottleneck performance and how it is impacting the company’s growth 
plans. For example: 
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We planned for an increase in speaker sales of 100,000 units last year. We did not achieve any of those 
sales, because we were unable to obtain any additional rare earth deliveries from our main supplier, thereby 
cutting into our ability to produce more magnets for the speakers. Suggestions for eliminating this 
bottleneck in the future are: 

• Line up a second supplier and pay it a premium to reserve capacity for the company 
• Ask the engineering staff to work on a new speaker design that requires a smaller amount of rare 

earth minerals 
• Send an engineering team to our suppliers to assist them with extraction technologies 
• Invest in our main supplier, so that we can lock in a larger proportion of its production capacity 

 
Note that the example states the problem, notes how it impacted the company, and (see Habit #1) 
also provided a number of possible solutions. 
 
The CFO can also monitor suggestions coming from other parts of the business for various 
actions, and provide commentary to the management team regarding how those suggestions 
would impact the bottleneck. Doing so may alter how those suggestions are treated. For example: 
 

The sales manager has suggested that we accept Big Box Retailer’s purchase order for 1,000,000 purple 
widgets at a price of $14.50 each. That order will take up 10% of the time of our production bottleneck, and 
displace an order for the same product that is priced at $16.00 each. So, accepting the order means that we 
will lose $1,500,000 of margin. As an alternative, I suggest accepting the order but outsourcing that phase 
of the production work to a supplier; the cost is higher, but we will still earn $0.25 per unit, which is 
$250,000 of profit that we would not otherwise have. 

 
In a business that suffers from severe bottleneck restrictions, focusing on the bottleneck could be 
considered the number one priority of an effective CFO, since it has such a massive impact on 
profits. 
 
Habit #4 – Advise on Acquisitions 
Companies tend to spend far too much on acquisitions, and routinely buy organizations that are 
not a good strategic fit. These problems occur when the president gets caught up in the 
excitement of a bidding war, or merely wants to buy a company in order to increase the amount 
of total sales reported to shareholders. Overpaying for an acquisition is the cardinal sin of 
investing, since there is already a high probability that the transaction will fail or underperform, 
usually due to cultural differences between the organizations. 
 
The solution is our fourth habit for an effective CFO – this is one of the rare cases in which she 
absolutely must be the negative influence in making a purchase transaction. The CFO should set 
criteria that prospective acquisitions must pass, such as having unique capabilities that will 
enhance the company’s strategic position. If the president appears willing to pay an excessive 
price in order to make a trophy acquisition, the CFO must be willing to talk the president down 
from his or her emotional high by discussing the realities of what the acquisition will actually do 
for the company. 
 
We make note of this habit, despite its negative orientation, because an incorrect acquisition 
decision can bankrupt a business, soaking up its available cash and placing it hopelessly in debt. 
In addition, acquisition integration can soak up an immense amount of management time. In 
short, because acquisitions are inherently risky, the CFO must set aside an inordinate amount of 
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time to examine each proposed deal, and be willing to stake out a position that may be unpopular 
with the rest of the management team. 

 
EXAMPLE 
 
As a CFO, the author reviewed in excess of 400 proposed acquisitions and rejected all but three. The president 
elected to proceed with a fourth acquisition that the author had not recommended. The result was an exceedingly 
difficult relationship with the management team of the new subsidiary, diverting the attention of the president from 
other activities for several years. 
 
 
A further activity in this area is to continue reporting to the management team on the results of 
past acquisitions. When there have been failures, the CFO can use this information as a learning 
tool, so that the management team will be less inclined to make the same mistake again when 
deciding whether to engage in other acquisitions in the future. 
 
A final thought is that the proper analysis of proposed acquisitions can require an enormous 
amount of time and a broad range of skills, so the CFO will likely have to delegate this task to a 
review team. The CFO then formulates a go/no go recommendation based on the findings of the 
review team. 
 
Habit #5 – Act on Risk 
Any business is subject to a wide range of risks. For example, having facilities in a flood plain 
presents the risk that flooding will shut down operations and cause massive damage. Or, a 
supplier could be in the same situation, so that flooding of the supplier’s facility will result in an 
interruption of the company’s supply chain. Yet another example of risk is that a key employee 
with sole knowledge of an in-house computer system will be incapacitated or leave the company. 
With some thought, one might come up with dozens or even several hundred risks for which 
there is a reasonable possibility of occurrence. When a risk actually occurs, an organization may 
be put out of business for some time, or even be forced to declare bankruptcy. 
 
The solution is our fifth habit for an effective CFO – to identify risk and take action when needed 
to mitigate or even eliminate the risk. In some cases, risk can even be used as a tool to increase 
sales. By properly managing risk, a business can smooth out its earnings (when deflecting certain 
risks) or increase its earnings (when using risk as a competitive advantage).  
 
Risk management can be used to mitigate the occurrence of unusual expenses, so that the actual 
expenses incurred are much closer to budgeted expectations. This is particularly important for a 
publicly held company, which can then give the investment community reliable guidance about 
its future results. When a business consistently reports earnings that do not vary much from 
predictions, investors will probably keep the stock price within a relatively narrow range, and 
there will be no reason for any investors to engage in short selling. Another benefit is that 
reliable earnings attract lenders, so that a business is more likely to be offered reasonable interest 
rates and longer-term lending arrangements. Lower interest rates reduce the cost of a firm’s 
capital, so that it can invest in more projects that have lower projected returns. Having longer-
term debt arrangements means that a business can more easily weather market crises, since it 
does not have to constantly roll over its debt into new loans.  
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The CFO can enhance earnings by actively identifying opportunities that are risky, but which 
also generate high returns. For example, an organization might choose to start doing business in 
a country where profits could be substantial, but where there is also a risk of currency 
devaluation. Taking this approach can result in higher profits, but those profits are also likely to 
be more variable – very high in some periods, but with notable losses in others. This use of risk 
management works well when the management team is willing to aggressively pursue profits. 
 
The most likely scenario in a well-managed business is that management takes advantage of both 
types of risk management. They are well aware of the risks to which the business is subjected, 
and take steps to mitigate risks in certain areas while accepting the risk associated with selected 
business opportunities. The CFO can assist the team by showing them a range of outcomes 
depending on the occurrence of various events, such as a supply chain disruption. 
 
The amount of risk taken on by a business depends on the comfort level of the management 
team. Some may prefer a highly stable environment from which the probability of risk has 
largely been reduced, while others are more comfortable taking large chances throughout the 
organization in order to pursue the possibility of maximizing profits. The CFO will need to 
gauge the team’s comfort level with risk, and tailor her recommendations accordingly. 
 
The analysis of potential risk to which a business is subjected should not be a casual affair, but 
rather a studied one. This means keeping a running list of problems that other companies have 
encountered within the industry and in adjacent industries, and reviewing the list at regular 
intervals to see if events have made any risks more or less likely. As was the case with several 
previous habits, this analysis can require a substantial amount of time, so the CFO may need to 
delegate the work to a subordinate. 
 
The identification of risks may present opportunities; a company could launch initiatives in new 
areas that competitors might consider excessively risky. This is particularly likely when a higher 
level of risk is accompanied by a greater chance of reward. 
 
EXAMPLE 
 
There is a general dearth of storefronts near a certain section of coastline, since it has been hit by three hurricanes in 
the past ten years. A real estate company is fully aware of the hurricane risk, and develops a new building design 
that mitigates the risk of storm damage by elevating the first floor of the building, leaving room for storm waters to 
flow under the building. The company successfully builds and operates these structures, which survive several 
additional hurricanes with minimal damage. In this case, the company is fully aware of the risks, and chooses to 
proceed in a manner that mitigates those risks. 
 
EXAMPLE 
 
A CPA firm has just been devastated by a major tornado that wiped out a large part of the city in which it is located. 
It could take the prudent path of following the other CPA firms out of town, to relocate to a safer city. Instead, the 
partners decide to construct a robust safe room for the employees that will also contain client files, and markets this 
upgrade as a document storage facility for clients. The result is a major boost in business, especially since most of 
the other CPA firms have fled the city. 
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A reverse way of looking at risk-related opportunities is to evaluate when to exit an excessively 
staid business. A low-risk environment tends to also generate low returns, so it can make sense to 
see if any product lines or customers that have a combination of low risk and low reward should 
be eliminated. This point is related to our earlier Habit #2, Prune the Business. 
 
EXAMPLE 
 
Gulf Coast Insurance is evaluating its hurricane insurance to see if there are any opportunities to improve its overall 
rate of return. An examination by geographic region discovers that the Tallahassee area has not borne the brunt of a 
hurricane for some time, which has resulted in a gradual decline in the insurance rates that can be competitively set 
in this area. Management concludes that the margins are too low in this region, so it elects not to renew policies in 
this area, and instead focuses its sales force on other areas where the claim risk is higher, but where prices are also 
higher. 
 
 
Habit #6 – Monitor Cash Flows 
A business flourishes when it is watered with a sufficient amount of cash, and withers when 
there is not enough cash to support it. Thus, cash flow is absolutely critical to the viability of an 
organization. The trouble is that many parties contribute to cash inflows and outflows, with no 
central coordination. For example, the credit manager may grant a request to a customer for an 
inordinately long payment period, not realizing that doing so results in a negative cash flow 
situation for the business as a whole. Or, a buyer in the purchasing department decides to accept 
a good deal on a bulk purchase of a key commodity, resulting in a massive cash outflow for raw 
materials that may not be used for months. In both cases, someone relatively low in the corporate 
hierarchy is making decisions that could trigger a last-minute scramble to find new financing to 
make the next payroll. 
 
The solution is our sixth habit for an effective CFO – to monitor cash flows and take action to 
ensure that cash is available when needed. This is especially critical when an organization has 
few financial resources available in the form of debt or equity, and so must rely upon its 
operating cash flows to fund the business. Or, an entity may suffer from occasional sharp 
declines in cash flows, which require immediate funding to offset. In either case, the CFO must 
have an adequate forecasting system in place to give adequate warning of a problem. 
 
The existing cash forecasting system may not be adequate. It contains information from many 
parts of a business, and some of this information may be incorrect – or missing. The CFO will 
need to continually review the accuracy of the forecast, comparing its projections to actual 
results, and adjust both the model and the information feeds to increase its accuracy. This is an 
ongoing effort, since the business is likely changing over time, which will alter the sources and 
quality of cash flow information. 
 
This habit does not just involve tweaking the cash flow model and observing the results. In 
addition, the CFO must foster a network of funding providers that can provide cash within the 
forecasting time frame. This means having relations with lenders and investors that are close 
enough to ensure that additional funds can be obtained with a few phone calls. 
 
Further, the CFO needs to educate everyone within the organization who has an impact on cash 
flows. To use the preceding examples, this means having a discussion with the credit manager 
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about the impact of his decisions on cash flows, as well as a talk with the buyer about the 
negative effects of bulk purchases. This may include sharing the cash forecast with people well 
outside of the management team, which builds a broad awareness of the need to manage cash 
flows. 
 
An indirect benefit of this educational effort is that the CFO will build up a broad network of 
contacts within the organization. This network can then be used in other ways, such as to give 
the CFO early warning of problems within the organization that are not being reported through 
the company’s normal monitoring systems. 
 
In short, the maintenance of a functional cash flow system not only keeps a business healthy – it 
is also one of the key drivers of a CFO’s network of contacts, both within and outside of an 
organization. 
 
Habit #7 – Manage Strategy 
The company president is supposed to be in charge of strategy, setting the overall vision for the 
organization. However, someone with leadership characteristics does not necessarily have the 
managerial skills needed to develop a comprehensive written strategy that is well thought out. 
The result can be a business where the management team has a clear understanding of the 
general corporate direction, and yet there is no documented plan. When this is the case, there is a 
good chance that no one has ever investigated the financial implications of the strategy, or 
explored worst-case or best-case scenarios, capital requirements, and so forth. In this situation, 
there is a heightened risk that the company will encounter an unexpected failure point, and not be 
able to achieve the president’s vision for the firm. 
 
The solution is our seventh and last habit for an effective CFO – to manage the corporate 
strategy. The key word in this final habit is manage. The president is still in charge of the overall 
vision, while the CFO translates it into a document in which all possible aspects of the vision 
have been considered and tested. For example, the vision created by the president might be: 
 

The company will be the pre-eminent provider of food carts in North America. 
 
The CFO needs to examine every aspect of this simple vision statement and see if it will actually 
work. To continue with the example, this means that the following questions must be answered: 

• Market. How large is the North American market for food carts? What are the barriers to 
entry? Who are the other players in the market? What are their strengths and weaknesses? 
How will they react when the company tries to take away their market share? How does 
one establish a niche in this industry? 

• Sales and marketing. How are food carts sold to customers? Is a sales force needed, or 
can sales be shifted to an in-house sales group? What about the cost of a commission 
plan? Do customers expect a discount for bulk purchases? How are prospective 
customers made aware of the company? 

• Competitive factors. Which product features are most important to customers in their 
buying decisions? Graphics? Food cooling equipment? Burners? Cash security? Ease of 
cart movement? 
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• Regulatory. Are food carts regulated? If so, what requirements are imposed, and what is 
the associated cost? Is this cost passed through to the customer? Is regulation a barrier to 
entry? 

• Capital requirements. What investment in plant and equipment will be needed to attain 
the sales level needed to be the market leader? How frequently must this investment be 
replaced? 

• Financial. Given the previous information, what kind of returns can the company expect? 
What happens to the returns in a worst-case scenario? How can the company be 
structured to reduce its losses if the worst-case scenario occurs? 

 
Based on this analysis, the CFO provides feedback to the rest of the management team regarding 
weaknesses in the strategy and how to guard against them, as well as the steps needed to achieve 
the plan. Over time, the CFO also provides feedback regarding how the company is progressing 
against the plan. In addition, if the management team is contemplating any changes in direction, 
the CFO can adjust the plan to account for the changes, and show the team the financial impact 
of the changes. 
 
This final habit is not a minor issue, for it is extremely common that the president’s vision is not 
fully thought through, resulting in critical weaknesses that can destroy a business. For example, 
the food cart scenario just used was based on a real situation in which a food cart manufacturer 
actually was trying to become the market leader, based on a simple vision statement. The 
president made a large investment in capital equipment and new hires, and was surprised when 
new sales never materialized. The reason was that no one had ever estimated the total size of the 
market, which was miniscule. If the vision had been properly vetted, the investment never would 
have been made. 
 
In short, managing the corporate strategy is an essential part of the CFO’s job, and it is one that 
needs to be an ingrained, long-term habit. 
 
Bonus Habit – Search for the Next Crisis 
Many companies have extensive metric reporting systems that are designed to bring problems to 
the attention of management, such as excessively overdue receivables or an unusually high level 
of customer turnover. The universal problem with these metrics is that they were originally 
developed to spotlight issues that the company experienced in the past – they do a terrible job of 
highlighting the next crisis. To combat this situation, it is quite worthwhile for the CFO to 
develop contacts deep within the organization and among the firm’s suppliers and customers, and 
routinely ask them about the newest issues that appear to be impacting the company. For 
example, the lead shipper on the shipping dock might be aware of problems with inadequate 
shipping containers, while customers may express dissatisfaction with the quality level of the 
latest product, and the lab manager is concerned about the quality of the ingredients in the latest 
food product. Establishing and maintaining this broad range of contacts gives the CFO a massive 
amount of information that does not come from established information channels, and which can 
occasionally be used to detect problems before they can become full-blown crises for the 
business. In effect, this informal network can mitigate the risk of sudden losses by dealing with 
issues when their effects are still quite small. 
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Comparison of the 7 Habits to the CFO Job Description 
We have just described seven of the most crucial activities in which a CFO should be engaged. 
How do these items compare to the standard job description of a CFO? The following job 
description represents the normal set of responsibilities for a CFO, which encompasses the 
administrative, financial, and risk management aspects of a business. The description is split into 
the following five general areas: 

• Planning. This involves the formulation of the strategic direction of the business and the 
tactical plans, budgeting systems, and performance metrics required to achieve that 
direction. 

• Operations. This involves the direct oversight of a number of departments, as well as 
coordinating the operations of those departments with other areas of the business. It can 
also include the selection, purchase, and subsequent integration of acquired businesses. 

• Financial information. This involves the compilation of financial information into 
financial statements, and the presentation of this information to various internal and 
external recipients. 

• Risk management. This involves understanding the current and potential risks to which 
the business is subjected and taking steps to mitigate those risks. 

• Financing. This involves monitoring projected cash balances and arranging for either 
additional financing or investment options, depending on the amount of expected cash 
balances. 

 
More specifically, the CFO’s job includes the following tasks: 
 
Planning 

• Develop a strategic direction for the business, along with supporting tactics 
• Monitor the progress of the company in meeting its strategic goals 
• Oversee the formulation of the annual budget 
• Develop a system of performance metrics that support the company’s strategic direction 

 
Operations 

• Manage the accounting, treasury, tax, human resources, and investor relations 
departments 

• Oversee the activities of any supplier to which functions have been outsourced 
• Participate in the functions and decisions of the executive management team 
• Implement operational best practices throughout his or her areas of responsibility 
• Engage in acquisition selection, purchase negotiations, and acquiree integration into the 

business 
 
Financial Information 

• Oversee the compilation of financial information into financial statements, with 
accompanying disclosures 

• If the company is publicly held, certify the financial statements filed with the Securities 
and Exchange Commission (SEC) as part of the Forms 10-Q and 10-K 

• Report financial results to management, the board of directors, and the investment 
community 
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Risk Management 

• Understand the current and potential risks to which the business is subjected 
• Take steps to mitigate risks, including the use of control systems, shifting risk to other 

parties, and insurance coverage 
• Report on risk issues to the board of directors 
• Ensure that the business complies with all regulatory and other legal requirements 
• Monitor known legal issues involving the company, as well as legal issues impacting the 

entire industry 
• Review and act upon the findings and recommendations of internal and external auditors 

 
Financing 

• Monitor projected cash balances 
• Arrange for financing to meet future cash requirements 
• Invest excess funds based on projected cash balances 
• Invest funds on behalf of the company pension plan 
• Maintain relationships with banks, lenders, investors, investment bankers, and outside 

analysts 
 
Our first habit, searching for financially viable solutions, does not appear in the job description at 
all. This is because it is more of a mindset than a specific job responsibility, to be applied 
whenever dealing with suggestions coming from other parts of the business. Our second 
suggestion, pruning the business, also does not appear in the standard job description. The reason 
is that the job description is oriented toward maintaining existing operations, rather than reducing 
them. The third habit, managing the bottleneck, also does not appear in the job description. The 
bottleneck is almost never located within the finance and accounting areas, so it would not occur 
to someone writing the job description to include it. The fourth habit, advising on acquisitions, 
does appear in the job description. However, our recommended habit is to act as a brake on 
prospective acquisitions, whereas the job description implies that the CFO should assist in 
completing them. The fifth habit, acting on risk, approximately follows the job description, 
though the habit is slanted more in the direction of using risk as a strategic tool. The sixth habit, 
monitoring cash flows, closely follows the job description. Finally, the seventh habit, managing 
strategy, is relatively close to what is stated in the job description. In short, roughly half of our 
recommended habits for an effective CFO do not even appear in a standard CFO job description. 
 
Another concern with the standard CFO job description is the extent to which it is unrelated to 
any of the seven habits. We note the following items: 

• Oversee the budget 
• Develop performance metrics 
• Manage various departments 
• Oversee certain suppliers 
• Implement best practices 
• Oversee financial statement preparation 
• Report financial results 
• Regulatory compliance 
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• Act on audit recommendations 
• Invest excess cash 
• Invest pension funds 

 
The preceding items from the job description are essentially busy work for the CFO. They 
involve daily management tasks or efficiency improvements, but do not elevate the effectiveness 
of the organization as a whole. Consequently, the CFO needs to minimize the time spent on these 
tasks or delegate them entirely, in order to focus more attention on the seven habits. 
 
Summary 
In this course, we have shown that the actions of an effective CFO depart substantially from the 
actions stated on a normal CFO job description. By focusing on our seven habits, a CFO can 
focus on the activities that really matter in a business, allowing it to select the right vision that is 
financially viable, ensure that funds are not spent incorrectly, and maintain a sufficient flow of 
cash into the business. By following the seven habits, the CFO becomes a valuable, proactive 
member of the senior management team. 
The seven habits we have described can be overwhelming. They require a significant time 
investment, spent in detailed analysis work. Consequently, the CFO will need to delegate a large 
part of the analysis effort, focusing instead on making recommendations based on the results of 
those analyses. 
 
We close with a reiteration of the seven habits, which are as follows: 

1. Search for financially viable solutions 
2. Prune the business 
3. Manage the bottleneck 
4. Advise on acquisitions 
5. Act on risk 
6. Monitor cash flows 
7. Manage strategy 
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Review Questions 
 
The review questions accompanying this course are designed to assist you in achieving the 
course learning objectives. The review section is not graded; do not submit it in place of your 
qualified assessment. While completing the review questions, it may be helpful to study any 
unfamiliar terms in the glossary in addition to course content. After completing the review 
questions, proceed to the review question answers and rationales. 
 
1. The following is an action that can remediate the effects of a bottleneck: 

 
a. Bring in substitutes when machine operators are taking a break 
b. Prune back on excessive amounts of preventive maintenance 
c. Cut overtime 
d. Reduce the travel budget of the sales staff 

 
2. A side effect of reporting earnings that do not vary much from predictions is: 

 
a. A stock price that moves within a narrow range 
b. An increase in short selling 
c. Higher interest rates on debt 
d. Shorter-term debt arrangements 

 
3. The following are elements of a CFO job description that relate to the seven habits, 

except for: 
 
a. Monitor projected cash balances 
b. Understand the potential risks to which a business is subjected 
c. Regulatory compliance 
d. Develop a strategic direction for the business 
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Review Question Answers and Rationales 
 
Review question answer choices are accompanied by unique, logical reasoning (rationales) as to 
why an answer is correct or incorrect. Evaluative feedback to incorrect responses and 
reinforcement feedback to correct responses are both provided. 
 
1. The following is an action that can remediate the effects of a bottleneck: 

 
a. Bring in substitutes when machine operators are taking a break. Correct. When 

substitutes replace the regular staff of a bottleneck machine during break 
periods, the machine can continue operating, which reduces the amount of the 
backlog at the bottleneck. 

b. Prune back on excessive amounts of preventive maintenance. Incorrect. Preventive 
maintenance is needed to prevent a catastrophic failure of a bottleneck machine, 
which would result in much more downtime than is required by the preventive 
maintenance. 

c. Cut overtime. Incorrect. When overtime is reduced at a bottleneck operation, there is 
less labor available to service the operation, resulting in a reduction of processing 
time. 

d. Reduce the travel budget of the sales staff. Incorrect. When the sales staff is the 
bottleneck, it may need an extensive travel budget in order to visit customers and 
close deals. Cutting the travel budget will therefore reduce sales. 

 
2. A side effect of reporting earnings that do not vary much from predictions is: 

 
a. A stock price that moves within a narrow range. Correct. When investors see 

earnings being reported at levels near their expectations, share prices tend to 
stay within a narrow range, since prices tend to stay within a narrow range, 
since there is little uncertainty about earnings. 

b. An increase in short selling. Incorrect. When earnings rarely fluctuate, short sellers 
are not attracted to the stock, since there is a minimal likelihood that the stock price 
will decline. 

c. Higher interest rates on debt. Incorrect. When a business reports consistent earnings 
over time, lenders are more interested in issuing debt, and so will offer lower interest 
rates on the debt. 

d. Shorter-term debt arrangements. Incorrect. When lenders feel secure about a 
company’s reported earnings trend, they are more likely to allow longer lending 
periods. 
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3. The following are elements of a CFO job description that relate to the seven habits, 
except for: 
 
a. Monitor projected cash balances. Incorrect. The monitoring of projected cash 

balances is an essential part of Habit #6, which is the ongoing monitoring of cash 
flows. 

b. Understand the potential risks to which a business is subjected. Incorrect. 
Understanding potential risk is a key part of Habit #5, acting on risk, since one must 
first understand the risk environment before taking action. 

c. Regulatory compliance. Correct. Regulatory compliance is a requirement of the 
job, but it does not elevate the effectiveness of the organization. 

d. Develop a strategic direction for the business. Incorrect. The development of a 
strategic direction is essentially a restatement of Habit #7, to manage the strategy. 
The president sets the vision for the business, and the CFO converts the vision into a 
workable strategy. 
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Glossary 
 
This is a glossary of key terms with definitions. Please review any terms with which you are not 
familiar. 
 
Bottleneck: A point of congestion in a system that limits the system’s total output. 

Cash flow: The net amount of cash moving into and out of a business. 

Chief financial officer: The senior person responsible for the financial activities of a business. 

Effective: To do the right thing or produce the desired result. 

Efficient: The maximization of productivity. 

Habit: Engaging in an activity on a regular basis, to the extent that it is hard to give up. 

Risk: A probability of damage or loss. 

Strategy: A plan for bringing about a desired future outcome. 
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Qualified Assessment 
7 Habits of Effective CFOs  

Course # 7167001, Version 2005 
Publication/Revision Date: 

May 2020 
 
Course Expiration Date 
Per AICPA and NASBA Standards (S9-06), QAS Self-Study courses must include an expiration 
date that is no longer than one year from the date of purchase or enrollment.  
 
Complete this assessment online at www.westerncpe.com and receive your certificate and results 
instantly! 
 
1. An example of effectiveness is: 

 
a. A product is designed within the minimum possible time frame 
b. A product is designed that meets the expectations of customers 
c. A company invests in computer-aided design software to assist its product developers 
d. Product design specifications are discussed by e-mail, rather than in person 

 
2. The communication of a financially viable alternative should include: 

 
a. A clear understanding of the consequences of a strategic direction 
b. The reasons why a suggestion should not be pursued 
c. The chain of approvals needed to enact it 
d. The required rate of return 

 
3. Pushing for a pruning action introduces what risk? 

 
a. That assets will be eliminated that actually provide outsized returns 
b. That cash flows will turn negative 
c. Upheaval in the management suite 
d. That the CFO will gain a negative reputation 
 

4. The CFO’s primary role in a prospective acquisition is to: 
 
a. Secure the required funding 
b. Be the negative influence in making a purchase transaction 
c. Conduct due diligence 
d. Examine the tax effects of the deal 
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5. An adequate cash forecasting system requires the CFO to: 
 
a. Switch to an automated forecasting model 
b. Close the books faster 
c. Educate everyone who has an impact on cash flows 
d. Install a better capital budgeting system 
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Fax: 

 
 

 
E-mail*: 

 
 

*E-mail address MUST be unique (not shared with another CPA) for Western CPE to grade your assessment 
 

Name of purchaser (if other than person taking 
assessment):  

 
If course was purchased as part of the MEGA TAX LIBRARY please include $4/credit for grading: 
VISA/MC/Discover/Amex #  Exp.  

 
 

Course expires 
1 Year from date 
of purchase or 

enrollment 
 

 Online Grading: visit www.westerncpe.com to complete your assessment 
online and receive your certificate of completion and results instantly. 
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Course Evaluation 
7 Habits of Effective CFOs  

Course # 7167001, Version 2005 

 
Thank you for taking the time to fill out this course and customer experience evaluation.  Your responses help us to 
build better courses and maintain the highest levels of service.  If you have comments not covered by this 
evaluation, or need immediate assistance, please contact us at 800.822.4194 or wcpe@westerncpe.com. 
 
 
Course and Instructor Evaluation 
 
1. Please answer the following related to the content of the course: 
 
 Strongly 

Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 
Agree 

The stated learning objectives were met.  O O O O O 

The course materials were accurate, relevant, and contributed 
to the achievement of the learning objectives.  O O O O O 

The stated prerequisites were appropriate and sufficient.  O O O O O 

Based on 50 minutes per credit hour, the time to take this 
course accurately reflects the credit hours assigned to it.  O O O O O 

The instructor was knowledgeable and effective.  O O O O O 

 
2. Were there any questions you felt were confusing or had incorrect answers listed?  If so, please give the 

question number and a brief description of the issue: 
 
 

 
3. Please provide any additional comments specific to the educational content or author of this course: 
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4. Do you have ideas for future course topics?  If so, please list them along with any known subject matter experts 
we might contact to develop the course: 

 
 

 
Customer Experience 
 
5. Please rate your overall experience with Western CPE: 
 
 

Unsatisfactory Improvement 
Needed 

Meets 
Expectations 

Exceeds 
Expectations Exceptional 

If you interacted with our Customer 
Service team, please rate the quality 
of service you received. 

O O O O O 

If you purchased your course online, 
please rate the quality of your e-
commerce experience. 

O O O O O 

“My Account” information includes 
the tools necessary to access courses 
and track those completed. 

O O O O O 

 
6. Please indicate the likelihood of your purchasing the listed course formats from Western CPE: 
 
 

Not at all Not very 
likely Possibly Likely Highly 

Likely 

Self-Study O O O O O 

Webcast OnDemand O O O O O 

Live Webcast O O O O O 

Resort Conference or Seminar O O O O O 
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7. Please use the box below to provide any additional comments related to your educational experience with 
Western CPE. 

 
 

 
8. If you are willing to provide a quote about this course, or Western CPE in general, that we may use in our 

promotional materials, please state it below.  Be sure to include your name, title, city, and state. 
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